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Pure graphene has an extremely high thermal conductivity, which
indicates that graphene is a broad promising material as efficient heat
transfer medium used in large scale integrated circuit. At present,
chemical vapor deposited is suitable for graphene industrialized
production, but isotope
13
C is probably mixed in graphene through this
method, which changes the heat transport in graphene. In this thesis, we
study heat conduction behaviors in Armchair-Graphene Nanoribbons(AGNRs)
with isotope
13
C via molecular dynamics simulation, and look for the
microscopic mechanism of thermal conductivity decrease. There are two
main work: First, the thermal conductivity of suspended graphene with
different
13
C concentrations is studied with reverse non-equilibrium
dynamics method, and by directly tracking the thermal-relaxation history
of AGNRs that is heated by a local kinetic nenrgy thermal impulse, we
analyse the microscopic mechanism that isotope
13
C affect the heat
transport in graphene. Second, we study furtherly the effect of
13
C on
phonon modes by use of examining the heat pulse propagation in AGNRs that
is heated by a local momentum thermal impulse in different direction.
Five chapters are included in this thesis. Chapter 1, we introduce
the structure, property, preparation and application of graphene. Chapter
2, we introduce LAMMPS software,simulation method and Tersoff potential.
Chapter 3, first, we discuss the general theory of the phonon transport
in graphene and introduce some latest results about thermal conductivity
of graphene which were studied via experimental measurement or
theoretical calculation. Second, we show four energy transport modes:
longitudinal acoustic mode(LA), transverse acoustic mode(TA), flexural
mode(ZA) and second sound wave(SW). They are found by local kinetic energy
exciting way. Chapter 4, the effect of
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graphene is studied. For one thing , we calculate the thermal conductivity
of suspended graphene with different
13
C concentrations, and find thermal
conductivity decrease with
13
C concentration(<50%) increase. By studing
the effect of different
13
C concentration on the heat pulse propagation
in graphene, we find the mocroscopic mechanism of thermal conductivity
decrease which changes from mean free path decrease to phonon localization
by impurity scattering. In the end, special attentions are paid to the
various effect of impurity on three types of acoustic phonons and the
second sound. With
13
C concentration(<50%) increase, we find the energy
carried by four energy transport modes decrease. On the same
13
C
concentration level, the strength that four energy transport modes are
scattered is in turn: TA, SW, ZA, LA. Chapter 5,conclusion and prospect.
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